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Ultra Low Friction Fork Seal Installation Addendum All Forks 

Due to the material usage and nature of the dual lip design of your new PUSH ULF seal kit, 

we recommend that you remove the outer retaining springs to ease installation as outlined 

in this guide.  

Please refer to your fork manufacturers service manual for complete installation                

instructions of new fork seals, safety guidelines, and warnings regarding your specific prod-

uct. We have also provided manufacture links to these instructions at: 

www.pushindustries.com/pages/product-instructions 

2015 FOX 36 Fork Owners 

Please note that on some 2015 FOX 36 forks that 

there can sometimes be a small material burr that can 

cause your PUSH ULF seal to not seat completely into 

the lower legs. This can easily be removed by using a 

small piece of 400grit sand paper around the inside 

upper edge of the fork lowers. No paint removal is 

necessary.  



Step 1. 

Gently remove the outer retaining springs 

from the fork seals. This will keep the springs 

from being damaged during installation into 

the lower legs, as well as ease the installation 

onto the fork tubes. 

Step 2. 

Slide the fork seal retaining springs onto the   

inner fork tubes. 
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Step 3. 

Using a seal driver, install fork seals into    

thoroughly cleaned and dry lower legs. It may 

be necessary to seat the seal completely     

using a rubber mallet.  

Step 4. 

Gently rock the lower legs onto the inner 

tubes being careful not to allow the seal lip to 

fold under itself.  
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Step 5. 

Gently use your fingers to slide the retaining 

springs back up into the outer groove of the 

fork seal. Be sure to check that the spring is 

seated into groove the full 360 degrees.  
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